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Environmental Management at Small Hotels 

-- A Case study at Bastedalen Herrgård, Sweden 
Xin Hu 

Summary 
 
A hotel stands for comfort and a high stand of living. This could mean a high per 
capita consumption of energy, water and other resource, as well as creating a large 
amount of waste and pollution due to the necessity of having a high standard of 
hygiene and a high turnover of guests.  
 
This thesis is about the hotel environmental management. After surveys of hotels and 
interviews with hotel managers as to their environmental management, a case study of 
a small hotel was carried out, namely the Bastedalen Herrgård and Kina Park.  
 
The case Bastedalen Herrgård told us that its guests have expressed some requirement 
to hotel environmental management given the fact that the answer rate was very low. 
When the guests were asked to provide answers to environmental questions, the 
dominant answers were positive. But these answers are not necessary leading to the 
positive behavior. This implies that more in-depth study towards customer’s 
environmental behavior is needed.  
 
It was true in Bastedalen that the hotels owner is playing an important roll in the 
process toward better environmental management and will decide whether or not to 
do this and in which direction. It was also true that the hotel owner in this case had 
not enough resources to follow the example of big hotels. A micro-hotel and other 
SMEs were obviously in need of financial and technical support to be more “green”. 
They are also short of relevant information and knowledge. 
 
Keywords: environmental management, hotel management, eco-food, eco-label 
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 1. Introduction 
 
1.1 Background:  
 
Starting around the second half of the 20th century, business, as a whole, had exerted 
great efforts to reduce their environmental footprint. In early years, it was the industry 
that produced large amount of pollutants. Consequently, it was subject to heavy 
environmental pressure from the public. Now, at least in developed countries, 
environmental impacts have been well controlled in industries. The service sector 
which has a long history of fast growing has become an important industry in western 
countries as well as many developing countries. Compared to manufacturing, service 
is conceived as clean. But since the manufacturing is getting cleaner or less polluting, 
it is the fast growing service sectors’ environmental impacts turn to get more public 
and research interest. From the perspective of the service organization owners, 
environmental management and green marketing are the way to create and keep 
competition advantages. Kisch (2000) presented his judgments concerning service and 
environment after a study of preventive environmental strategies in Swedish service 
sector. These judgments are:  
 

 Service sector is important compared to agriculture and industry. In Sweden in 
1996, service accounted for 71.0% of the employment and 70.5% of the GDP. 

 Service has a broad definition and may encompass a variety of aspects.  
 The trend of becoming a service society is obvious. 
 In Sweden, national environmental accounting systems over the last decades have 

mainly had an industrial perspective, while services are referred to as “residual 
activities”. Thus environmental impact accounting of the service sector is not 
sufficient. 

 
A hotel is an important part of the service sector. Hotel stands for comfort and high 
standard of living. This would mean a high consumption per capita in energy, water 
and other resources, big amounts of waste and pollution as well as high hygiene 
standards which mean relevant detergent and material use and waste treatment. 
 
Hotel is also an important part in environment protection in tourism activities. If 
located in natural resort area and serving customers who enjoy a well preserved 
environment, a hotel will find its environmental impact to be crucial. 
 
1.2 Purpose of this thesis 
 
This thesis is about the environmental management at small hotels. The purpose is to 
find potential for the improvement though a survey of current achievements. Then 
extend and complement existing environmental management practices through a case 
study of a small Swedish hotel. The findings shall suggest the possible development 
in environmental management practice which helps to reduce various environmental 
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impacts from the services and activities at hotels. These findings will also 
demonstrate the real situation that a small Swedish hotel facing which could lead to or 
impede such development in environmental management. 
 
1.3 Scope and limitations 
 
The study is only conducted at one hotel in Sweden, but it has the background of the 
overall environmental practices of Swedish hotels. Sweden has a top-class reputation 
in many aspect of environmental protection. Swedish hotels are also pioneers in 
environmental management. The positive aspect of this situation is that the hotel 
owner and guests already have a strong motivation and good environmental 
knowledge/behavior. The negative part include that the experience from this study 
could make it unsuitable in other countries. Studies concerning the environmental 
behaviors are inevitably linked to certain population groups in certain time periods. 
Group behavior is part of the whole complex social system. It is hard to believe that 
group behavior is simply determined by circumstance. The fact that behaviors can not 
be separated from its circumstance does not mean a relevant study cannot help people 
in other places and times. But it really needs a careful, subjective and unprejudiced 
interpretation.  
 
1.4 General view point as to research in enterprise environmental management 
 
From my personal view, environmental management in corporations (enterprises, 
public authorities, etc.) is a process of optimizing internal and external management 
activities to achieve a better environmental performance and to create an 
environmental sound organization towards the aim of sustainability. The question, at 
first, is the meaning of sustainability, and then how to complete the mission by 
developing different management tools and evaluating their effectiveness during 
implementation.  
 
The research in environmental management needs the knowledge of different 
disciplines, as there are at least six steps as stated below. The complexity in these 
steps will need researchers from different disciplines or someone with 
multi-disciplinary knowledge.  
 
1. The measurement, analysis and evaluation of environmental impact 
2. Analysis of the internal process to locate source of impact 
3. Analysis external interrelationship to find a way to influence environmental 

impact related actions 
4. Find improvement solutions 
5. Develop, elaborate, and simplify management tools 
6. Implement the tools at corporations 
 
Different definitions of sustainability will result in difference of setting the research 
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goals, and then will lead to different opinions in the selection of methods and tools. 
As Stenmark (2002) argued, different environmental ethics from anthropocentrists, 
biocentrists, and ecocentrists will arrive at different policy decisions. Furthermore, 
since no controlled test can be made, studies have to be undertaken with solid support 
from corporations, which gives the executives a good position to choose between 
research plans. Although there are other choices to find support – public authorities, 
business association etc. – their interest and ability still limit the researches. 
Differences in culture, social and economical situation among countries are inevitable 
problems in international research.  
 
Despite the difficulties, the opportunities in environmental management 
interdisciplinary and international research will be valuable to provide general results 
than simply describe what a small amount of companies have done or the good 
practices in a particular situation. 
 
The truth in evaluating effective environmental management tools and its criteria are 
always relative, but practice is indispensable for cognition. This is one of the main 
points in Marxism. Practice is also the only way in environmental management to test 
the relative truth.  
 
1.5 Method 
 
There are different methods used in different steps in this thesis. The method chosen 
was determined by the intention to find a way in hotel management that could benefit 
the environment, guest and hotel owner. As described in the background of the case, 
the intention at first was energy solution for small hotels. So information gathering 
and a survey to find possibilities towards energy use was the first part of the thesis 
work. This part of the work was going through the following method:  
 

 literature search about the Swedish renewable energy market and technology 
 a site visit and discussion with case hotel owner 

 
Then a study about environmental management in the hotel sector was done to find 
new direction for environmental improvement. A survey of Swedish hotel sector was 
done.  
 
Literature search was used for mapping the trend of hotel environmental management. 
It included searching for hotel environmental research in academic books and 
periodicals from the university library.  
 
To gain information about up-to-date and nonacademic information about hotel 
environmental efforts, achievement and problems, a web search was done. “Google” 
was used, as well as the hotel lists and searching engine from the homepage of the 
organization “Swedish Hotel and Restaurant Employers”. The search also included 
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International Hotel & Restaurant Association (IH&RA) for its list of “green hotel 
awards” and websites of the winners. The results are listed in Appendix 1. 
 
In order to understand the history and current situation in Swedish hotels’ 
environmental management, structured personal interviews were conducted with two 
hotel managers who work at environmental management leading hotels. They were 
Mr. Detlef Tödt (Director of Scandic Linköping West Hotel) and Mr. Jonas 
Ridderström (Managing director of Ekoxen/Choice hotel, Linköping).  
 
In the case study of the hotel Bastedalen Herrgård, a questionnaire was used to find 
the answers for questions such as “What kind of environmental management tools 
should be used in Bastedalen?” The questionnaire survey was anonymous and only in 
English. It was made by the author. A sample questionnaire is in Appendix 2. 
 
An investigation of the guests’ preference and owner’s purchase behavior as to food 
and consumables was the next step. It was based on the result from questionnaires 
which showed that the guests were interested in environmental friendly food and 
consumables. This step was completed during visit and discussion at Bastedalen 
Herrgård and summary as to previous purchase behavior. Appendix 3 and 4 contains 
the findings in these steps. 
 
After some change in the menu at Bastedalen Herrgård, a process of gathering guests’ 
reflection/suggestion was conducted. It was planed to use telephone interview but 
actually get the response through hotel owner’s personal contact with her guests and 
friends. It was followed by discussions via emails. 
 
All methods used in this study are shown in the following chart to visualize the time 
sequence and relation between each step. 
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Figure 1 the methods used in different parts of the thesis 
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 2. Literature search summary 
 
In scientific literature, sustainable tourism is a trend that can influence the hotel sector. 
In Miller’s (2003) interview with 411 tourism consumers of the Destinations Travel 
Show in the UK in 2000, he drew a conclusion that “consumers are already making 
decisions based on environmental, social and economic quality for day-to-day 
products and are keen to transfer these habits to the purchase of tourism products.” He 
thus called for accurate and honest information provision to customers. 
 
Nowadays, hotel/restaurant/conference centers often implement recycling and energy 
saving as the main parts of environmental management. Wolfe and Shanklin (2001) 
conducted a questionnaire survey around two conference center associations in United 
States. In 211 completed and returned questionnaires, recycling was implemented by 
85.8% of the respondents. The second most frequently used was energy conservation, 
but it was only in 27%. In the famous hotel chain SAS Radisson’s Responsible 
Business Progress Report 2004 and 2005 (Rezidor SAS, 2005 & 2006), reduction of 
unsorted waste as well as conservation of water and energy without sacrificing guest 
comfort are reported as the top priorities in their environmental effort.  
 
In the analysis the results from several case studies in the service sector 
environmental management done by Kisch (2000), he concludes, “most the problems 
found are very similar to those of the manufacturing industry. The difference is that 
customers participate in the ‘production’ of a service, that is, they are directly 
involved in determining the environmental performance of the service system.” 
 
He also suggests, for large scale ones at least, “service companies must focus to a 
larger extent on the management of information flows and the handling of physical 
systems and customers interacting with physical functions.” (Kisch, 2000) 
 
The special character of environmental management at small hotels 
Micro-businesses (fewer than ten employees) represent a significant and buoyant 
component of the tourism industry (Thomas, 2000). Within the European Union, 96% 
of the 1.3 million hotel and restaurants are micro-firms (Smeral, 1998).  
 
Small hotels, as discussed in the previous sections, are less proactive about the 
environment than big chains. In small and medium-size enterprises (SMEs) which 
small hotels fall into, environmental management has its special characters. SMEs 
must overcome additional barriers and problems in order to emulate the good 
environmental performance of larger businesses. Initiatives that do not account for the 
heterogeneity of the sector are likely to have only limited success. (Vernon et al. 
2003) 
 
Environmental attitude and behavior of SMEs are distinctive and non-uniform. They 
are vast, and as Fay (2000) said “many small businesses do not perceive their own 
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environmental impact as significant when set against those of larger operators. But 
collectively they are.” But environmental management tools are usually unsuitable to 
SMEs. The reason is still their large numbers and relative low individual 
environmental impact.  
 
Merritt (1998) summarized a research in 1994-1996 and indicates that market forces 
(as supply chain pressure) and intervention strategies (the provision of environmental 
management services) have, as yet, had little or no significant impact on SME 
behavior. He suggested that both of these potential ‘drivers’ are limited in the extent 
to which they are likely to influence future practice in SMEs.  
 
Compared to big or group companies, by their nature, SMEs have limited resources 
and less space to face their environmental challenges. They usually devote themselves 
to the immediate bearings on their survival with their limited management resources. 
On the whole, they have less environmental pressure from regulators, customers, 
employees, insurers and local community.  
 
Size does matter. The one-size-suits-all approach will not work for them. Customers, 
the major stakeholders driving environmental management systems adoption, may not 
help, especially when it comes to micro firms.  
 
Gerstenfeld and Roberts (2000) suggest the following environmental management 
tools for SMEs ---- pressures driving the implementation of environmental 
management in SMEs. That is to intensify legislative pressures, business-to-business 
pressures, and stakeholder pressures.  
 
They also summarize the barriers to implementation of environmental management in 
SMEs. They are 

 Lack of training and awareness 
 Lack of legislative support 
 Lack of sector-/industry-specific support and solutions 
 Expenses involved 
 Lack of relevant information 
 Environmental management standards are ill-suited for SMEs 
 Other barriers 

 
Furthermore, Del Brio and Junquera (2003) emphasized that empirical studies show 
that environmental regulation is not neutral either, but in general benefits larger 
companies.  
 
As Gerstenfeld and Roberts (2000) stated in their conclusion, the solutions for SMEs 
should be inexpensive, sensitive to the limitations of SMEs, co-operative, locally 
based, user-friendly and flexible. Merritt (1998) believe such method must be 
grounded in a thorough understanding of the heterogeneous natures of SMEs and the 
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diverse socio-economic contexts within which they operate. 
 
As Del Brio and Junquera (2003) concluded, despite most economic literature assume 
that it is competitive advantage that made the environmental progress, there is no 
empirical study specifically related to SMEs that analyses which factors prevent them 
from achieving the same levels of competitive advantage with their environmental 
actions as larger companies.  
 
Simpson et al. (2004) found in their survey in UK that most SMEs were unable to 
gain a competitive advantage by adopting environmental good practice or making 
environmentally sensible improvements to their business, with the service sector 
SMEs being the least able to make environmental improvements. 
 
In respond to such situation, many scholars, such as Del Brio and Junquera (2003), 
called for governmental support to SMEs. Clement and Hansen (2003) investigated 
the financial incentives in Nordic countries. They found the withdrawal of loans made 
grants the current dominant tool while tax concessions may be favored as the next 
most appropriate means of assisting SMEs. They concluded that information is 
insufficient to evaluate environmental and economic impact in SMEs and perceptions 
of SMEs to these incentives.  
 
Bohdanowicz (2005) use a survey to test a hypothesis about hotel environmental 
management. Survey results supported her hypothesis which says that in small hotels, 
usually independent, the environmental behavior usually depends on the owner’s 
attitude and knowledge. Small hotels generally do not have enough guest pressure, as 
well as the resources to invest in environmental friendly measures. One outcome in 
Bohdanowicz’s study is that some of the environmental initiatives should be focusing 
on the hotel guests to stimulate their “environmental conscience” and create demands 
for more green alternatives within the hotel and tourism industries.  
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3. What has been achieved by hotels in environmental work? 

 
In this chapter, the survey results from the web search and interviews are discussed to 
map the environmental achievements of hotels. 
 
3.1 Web search summary 
 
Through web search among the Swedish top 10 hotels, the “Swan” label, the 
ISO14001 (the international standard of environmental management system made by 
International Organization for Standardization), the environmental policy, and the 
“Responsible Business programme” are the environmental tools used. But 6 of 10 
hotels have no such information on web. 
 
Starting in 1992, a theme of International Hotel & Restaurant Association (IH&RA)’s 
“Environmental Award” was added with a yearly specific environmental topic. In 
2005 the theme was “Engaging the Guest in Environmental Actions”. It showcased 
hotels and restaurants that engage in communicating their environmental practice and 
environmental issues to their customers.  
 
The 2005 runner-ups, Spice Village and 3 Rivers Eco Lodge & Sustainable Living 
Centre both make themselves different from other hotels by demonstrating an 
ecological living environment. Their websites are much simpler than big hotel chains. 
“Eco” is the center of web marketing for them. Their marketing targets are highly 
environmental aware customers.  
 
The two top price winners in 2005 present their environmental advantages in a more 
moderate way. When searching their websites, potential guests will find these hotels 
are special from the environmental point of view, while at same time they are very 
good at all aspects of what a guest can need. The Meliá Jardim Europa has three 
“green floors”. The Monterey Inn Resort & Conference Center is carbon neutral and 
has an extensive environmental involvement. They simply treat the environment as a 
part of their marketing.  
 
A search of all hotels in Linköping reveal that although many hotels have homepages, 
most of them have no environmental text except the famous hotel chains which are 
among the Swedish top ten. The explanation can be “small hotels seldom use the 
environment as marketing tool” and/or “environmental marketing can not help small 
hotels improve their image”. The web search result was limited by language and time 
as discussed in appendix 1.  
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3.2 Interviews at two hotels which are famous for their environmental 
achievements 
 
The answers by the two hotel managers in the interview demonstrate environmental 
practice and attitude of their hotels. As a famous chain hotel, Scandic was at the top 
concerning environment management. Scandic has long been marketing its 
environmental advantages and been the model for other hotels. Although in recent 
years when environmental advantage is less efficient in marketing, Scandic has 
continued to incorporate top class environmental management in its business routine 
and has been maintaining and reinforcing it. Ekoxen/Choice was previously an 
independent hotel and was an environmental pioneer in Sweden in 1980s when no 
hotels talked about environment. Ekoxen was an example of independent hotel, where 
the environmental management level had been pushed upward by its owner. A hotel 
chain has an overall environmental policy, but at Ekoxen the previous environmental 
management has been maintained even after it was sold to the Choice Hotel chain.  
 
The “Swan” labeling can be seen as the central difference between the Scandic and 
Ekoxen hotels. Scandic has strong motivation and management commitment to lead 
the trend of hotel environmental management. As a result, most of the Scandic hotels 
have become “Swan” labeled. The “Swan” labeling program has high requirements 
and renews certifications every 3 years. These requirements ensure the leading 
position of Scandic. Other hotels, like Ekoxen, choose to spend less effort on 
environmental issues. 
 
Both of the interviewees said the guests have no obligation to the environment, but 
some guests who have high environmental awareness feel responsible.  
 
What Scandic and Ekoxen have done for the environment may not be accepted by a 
small hotel owner. They may not either be accepted by guests at a small hotel. “Swan” 
already has some small hotel holder. Some small hotels have gone through the 
“Swan” labeling process, but whether a small hotel accepts “Swan” or other measures 
that the big hotels have taken depends on specific situation and certain aspects.  
 
It was found that the hotel owner/managers generally admit themselves to be 
responsible for the environmental performance. Some of them, such as the Scandic, 
are rather active. The Scandic follow the strict requirements of “Swan” labeling. For 
instance, almost everything you can see from their meeting room has environmental 
labels. Scandic even had to explain to and persuade some guests of the environmental 
adapted measures. Other hotels only follow the common way of environmental 
management, like they provide the possibility for those guests who have a strong 
environmental consciousness and willingness to put it into action.  
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3.3 Discussion  
 
While, as shown in the survey, some hotels were active in environmental management, 
others did not put environment in their top priorities. The small hotels were mostly 
keeping silent. In theory, they lack incentive and resources. Scholars suggest that the 
opportunity of environmental progress can be informing the consumer and providing 
them with choices. Form the environmental active company’s point of view, when 
they believe they should get the customers involved, they should try to inform and 
provide consumer with environmental friendly choices. In the interview with Mr. Tödt 
at Scandic, the hotel sometimes needed to explain what they are doing to get the 
support from the guests. What will happen in small hotels’ situation?  
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 4. Case study based on the importance of the customers in service sector 
environmental management 

 
4.1 Introduction 
 
In previous chapters, the small hotels were found to be less developed in the 
environmental management than larger ones. The information about them is also less 
available; therefore a real case could be helpful to find out more about the possibilities 
of environmental management in small hotels. 
 
4.2 Background of Bastedalen Herrgård 
 
Bastedalen Herrgård and Kina Park (Bastedalen Mansion and Chinese Park, in 
English) is located near Hammar, Örebro Län, Sweden, close to the second largest 
lake in this country, called Vättern. It is a privately owned hotel and conference 
facility with a Chinese Park. The Herrgård has several houses, the total number of 
beds of more than 30, while the employees are less than 10.  
 

 
Figure 2 Bastedalen Herrgård (in the middle of the forest) and surroundings 

 
Figure 3 The main building 
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Figure 4 The Chinese Park in winter 

(Copyright of Figure 2-4: Bastedalen Herrgård and Allan Larsson, Vretstorp, 
published with permission) 

 
The hotel is presently heated by a ground heat pump system and a wood burning stove. 
The wood comes from the surrounding forest. For other household, office and guest 
services electricity is used. All waste is sorted. Organic waste is composted; 
packaging and hazardous waste is recycled at a recycling center in the town closest to 
the hotel. 
 
4.3 Changing in case study: from energy to guest 
 
The owner of Bastedalen Herrgård set the aim of renewable energy solution at first 
when the case study started. It was described as:  
 
“In future, people will be striving for environmental friendly energy sources with low 
running cost and a safe system. Electricity use should be minimized and we should 
therefore focus on alternative energy sources. This is a proposal which cover the 
whole mansion and Chinese Park.” (Nationella Exjobb-poolen, 2005) 
 
The initial survey was conducted to look for a possible way to fulfill these stated aims. 
The solution should be environmental sound. It should also reduce cost and provide a 
safe system.  
 
One of the main energy uses in Swedish hotels is heating. In cold Nordic countries, 
the amount of energy used to provide a comfortable indoor environmental is 
considerable. According to Swedish Energy Agency (2005), 28% of the total energy 
use in residential and service sectors is district heating in 2004, while 32% of the 
electricity use is heating. Furthermore, some oil products, bio-fuel and peat are used 
for heating purpose. In residential buildings, washing, cleaning dishes, food-storage 
and cooking are important energy services. Other electricity need include 
electric-powered equipment, such as television and computer, as well as lighting and 
ventilation which are common to all type of buildings. In Sweden and Norway a large 
proportion of the energy required for room heating is supplied by electricity through 
resistance-heating (Mårtensson, 1997). Energy efficiency can be substantially 
improved if resistance-heating is substituted by heat pumps (Mårtensson, 1997). Other 
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important methods to save energy include application of more insulation material in 
the walls, floor and roof as well as energy efficient windows. For saving electricity for 
lighting, energy efficiency lamp, lighting fixtures, operation parameters and room 
layouts can achieve large improvements (Mårtensson, 1997). The efficiency of 
household equipment such as freezer and refrigerators has increased manifold during 
recent decades. The average installed refrigerator uses about 300 kWh per year 
whereas the best new one on the market uses only 100 kWh per year (Mårtensson, 
1997). Office equipment such as computers and copiers is continually being improved. 
They are, therefore, not the main energy use in most cases. 
 

Final energy use within the residential and service sectors etc.
2004, TWh

Oil products

13%

Electricity

49%

District heating

28%

.Biofuel, peat etc

9%

Other fuels

1%

  

Source: The Swedish Energy Agency (2005) 
 
Karagiorgas et al. (2006) summarized the results of the project HOTRES which 
aimed at “the systematic implementation of conditions for future massive applications 
of the renewable energies in tourism industry” in southern European countries. In 
HOTRES, solar thermal, solar passive, solar photovoltaic (PV), biomass and 
geothermal energy were promoted and evaluated especially in small and medium 
hotels. Results showed that the market reaction has been friendly to three of the five 
Renewable Energy Technologies (RET) under promotion with the following shares: 
66% to solar thermal (including solar cooling), 24% to PV units (grid connected), and 
10% geothermal (uniquely geothermal heat pumps). The cost effectiveness was 
appropriate for solar thermal when local government subsidies were taken in account. 
The pay back period was from 1.7 years in Greece to 19 years in France. For 
geothermal heat pump it varied from 3.9 to 4.7 years in Greece. For PV it varied from 
6 to 43 years in Greece. It had been proved that hotel sector welcome the agencies 
that implement the RET project, the Manufacturing Associations who supply cost-free 
reliable technical information and the site visit to applications in local competitors. 
For business orientation hoteliers, commercialized solutions were needed besides the 
simply “new technology” projects.  
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As mentioned earlier, Bastedalen Herrgård used a firewood burning stove and a heat 
pump as the household heat sources in the main building. These are renewable energy 
sources with low running cost and environmental impacts. The heat pump uses 
electricity, but had significantly higher energy efficiency than electric-resistance 
heating (radiators). The new environmental friendly improvement can be using solar 
energy and save more electricity than that was presently used. In several small 
buildings, electric radiator was used occasionally. There were no other heating in 
these houses, so no guests or employees live there in cold season. 
 
While solar voltaic cell need huge investment and had long payback period, it was 
still far from household everyday use. A solar water heater was proved to be the first 
choice in HOTRES project. When installing a solar heater in a Swedish house, the 
owner can apply for government subsidy to cover part of the installation cost. This is 
in line with public subsidy mentioned before. But on the other hand the investment 
could lead to higher real estate tax in Sweden. The governmental subsidy can relax 
the tax burden but would not provide strong stimulation for solar heater installation in 
households. 
 
The investment cost to install solar heater was another difficulty at Bastedalen 
Herrgård as a small hotel. The owner was reluctant to get a bank loan. The investment 
should be taken from the profit alone.  
 
It is questionable if solar heater in south Sweden climate could provide enough 
comfort to guests who always require high quality service, especially in winter when 
hot water is a necessity for comfort, day hours are so limited, and ambient 
temperature is quite low. The solar heater can be a compliment to the existing heat 
pump and wood stove system but not a substitution. 
 
All these points listed made the argument for a solar heater a difficult choice before 
careful evaluation.  
 
Another renewable energy choice was wind power. It required a large investment and 
would add noise and landscape destruction unacceptable to Bastedalen Herrgård as a 
tourist attraction. 
 
In a rural area where Bastedalen Herrgård locates, district heating was unfortunately 
not available as an energy choice . Bio-fuel district heating is common in Sweden, and 
currently the favorable solution from both economic and environmental point of view.  
 
Energy saving measures is another opportunity. The main building in Bastedalen 
Herrgård is very big for the couple. Heat loss in winter can be significant. Although 
the owner was worrying about the negative influence for indoor air quality and guest 
satisfaction, it is still a suggestion that better isolation of walls, floors and windows 
can be achieved in scheduled renovation. 
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As no alternative energy solution was found to be ready in the current situation, the 
direction in the case study turned to environmental management which was supposed 
to achieve environmental and economical benefits. The direction was guided by the 
current progress of environmental management in the hotel sector.  
 
The obvious fact at Bastedalen Herrgård was that management and financial resources 
were highly limited, as always in small/micro enterprises. Environmental 
management activity in this case was directed toward gaining improvement with 
small requirement to management and financial resources – asking for 
support/contribution from the guests -- the group that the hotel serve and has close 
relation with. 
 
4.4 Argument to be tested 
 
From the survey of environmental management in the hotel sector and the SMEs 
characters, small hotels need special consideration to improve their environmental 
management. There are two argument/hypothesis can be tested. 

 What environmental pressure/requirement the guests have towards small hotels? 
 Is it possible to find a low-cost and easy solution for environmental management 

improvements in small hotels? 
 
4.5 Questionnaire survey results 
 
Between April and August, the questionnaire about environmental improvement got 
only 17 replies. The result showed that the guests have low interest in questionnaires. 
According to the data from the owner, there were 478 guests during these months. The 
answer rate was only 4%.  
 
At the same time as the environmental questionnaire, Bastedalen Herrgård also had a 
customer satisfaction questionnaire. The results from customer satisfaction showed 
that the good environment at Bastedalen clearly is attractive to guests and becomes 
one of the main reasons they go there. But no reply provided any suggestion or 
requirement with regards to the environment. The guests are satisfied with the 
environment at Bastedalen from the visitors’ point of view. The customer satisfaction 
questionnaire had low response too, according to the hotel owner. 
 
The questionnaires were placed in guest rooms and dining room. The possible reasons 
of low response rate include but maybe more than the following. These reasons were 
provided by the owner of Bastedalen Herrgård.  
 

 Around 100 people were conference guest. They usually have tight schedule 
during their stay and had little free time in guest rooms. As the result, they seldom 
filled the questionnaires. 
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 Many other guests were couples spend their weekends in Bastedalen Herrgård. 
They went there to enjoy the time with each other and in beautiful landscape. 
Many times they agreed to take care of the questionnaires but forgot to fill it 
before they left. 

 Other guests spent only one night when they passed by Bastedalen Herrgård. 
They usually did not answer any questions.  

 
The 17 filled questionnaires were mostly the result of the owner’s personal efforts as 
she asked the guest to do so. 
 
The very low response rate can not provide any conclusion but only some trends or 
suggestions. It also told us that this kind of questionnaire survey was not an efficient 
communication method in Bastedalen Herrgård. The guest would not fill the 
questionnaire without some effort to encourage or persuade them to do so. 
 
From the 17 answers, it could be found that the guest samples show diverse attitudes 
to the four questions. Their choices are compared below. 
 
1. Would it be any value for you as a client that Bastedalen Herrgård adopts 

the following things? 

1.1 Environmental labels for hotels -- “Svanen” (Swan) 
 
There was no dominant reply. Six guests answered “Yes”, five answered “No” and six 
answered “I don’t know”. It is therefore difficult to make any decision according to 
the guests. 
 
1.2 Environmental labels for food and consumables -- “KRAV” or “Swan” 
 
The guests were clearly in favour of “KRAV” or “Swan” label. Thirteen guests 
answered “Yes”, while only one answered “No” and three answered “I don’t know”. 
This suggested using more “KRAV” or “Swan” label foods and consumables at 
Bastedalen. 
 
1.3 An environmental program of continual improvements 
 
Eight guests who provided answers believed environmental continual improvement 
program has value to them. The other eight persons were not sure. One did not believe 
it had any value to guests. This is an unclear sign to encourage this kind of program 
and need more proof to its effectiveness. The almost half answers of “I don’t know” 
showed many guest do not have the answer to this question.  
 
1.4 A series of ordinary environmental measurements similar to other hotels 
 
The answers had a distribution of 7 yes, 2 no and 8 I don't know, which was almost 
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the same result as question 1.3. The suggestion is “yes”, but many guests can not 
provide an answer. 
 
2. As a guest, would you like to be a part of the environmental efforts in 

Bastedalen Herrgård? 

Yes. I will help as far as I can.  
I will think about it. 
No, thanks.  
 
The result had a distribution of 7-1-9. Considering the low response, Bastedalen 
Herrgård can only expect minor support from the guests towards environmental 
management. 
 
3. Would you like to be informed about the plan, progress and the results?  
Yes, I would like to know through the Internet. 
Yes, I would like to know when I come back to Bastedalen Herrgård. 
Yes, but in another way ---- __________________ 
No, thanks. 
 
The answer distribution was 5-2-0-10. More than half replied guest did not want to 
know the environmental plan, progress, and results. Put environmental plan, progress 
and result on the website could be useful but many (potential) guests may not care 
about them. 
 
4. (Do you have) any idea about what Bastedalen Herrgård can do for the 
environment?  
 
Only three guests wrote their ideas. One suggests recycle bins located inside and 
outside guestrooms. The other two were satisfied with what already have been done at 
Bastedalen Herrgård, and do not support the use of “KRAV” or “Swan”. They argue 
that “KRAV” or “Swan” are expensive and will not improve quality or environmental 
protection at Bastedalen Herrgård.  
 
4.6 Background about what food/consumable products are good for environment 
-- another survey in preparation for a new management plan 
 
From the findings through the guest questionnaire, eco-labeled food and consumables 
are the guests’ clear choice. But are there other things good to environment but not 
Eco-labeled? From the contact with Bastedalen, food grown by Bastedalen itself, food 
from local provider, and food from other parts of Sweden are also good for the 
environment.  
 
For foods, the eco-label means ecological grown, no artificial fertilizer and pesticide 
used. For consumables, the label means low environmental impact from a product’s 
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whole life cycle.  
 
According to Nordic Council of Ministers (1999), well-educated and well-paid young 
and middle aged consumers in Nordic countries choose environmentally adapted 
alternatives for environmentally-friendly consumption. For a hotel or restaurant, this 
is a promising sign for providing environmental friendly choices, because if 
customers decide to consume less, they are not likely to go to expensive hotel or 
restaurants.  
 
There are two basic facts that should be mentioned. The first, as Holliday et al. (2002) 
said, “Experience show that consumers may not necessarily choose the “Greenest” or 
most socially beneficial – despite they indicate on surveys.” Secondly, the consumers, 
as a whole, have much more criteria than merely the environment. They need 
“performance, value, safety, and reliability, ahead of environment, social concerns, 
and aesthetics.” (Holliday et al., 2002) Then they need environmental information 
when make their choices. A service provider, like a hotel, must present information if 
they hope to influence customers’ choice and direct their choice to more 
environmental adaptive direction.  
 
No doubt, the consumer in the rich countries consumes more. The 30 member 
countries of the OECD represent about 20% of the world’s population, but they 
account for 80% of the global GDP and 80% of the world trade. Per capita private 
consumption in the OECD has been increasing over the past 20 years and is expected 
to do so over the next 20 years. (Flisi, 2001) As the result, many consumers in these 
countries try to live in a sustainable style. The producers, at the same time, hope to 
build brand, market share, and customer loyalty through “Green” product and service. 
But the promotion is not simple. Holliday et al. (2002) describe an image to customer 
behaviors. Many people have not become self-motivated green consumers in every 
purchase. Consumers have limited trade-off when following green principles. That 
means they are not prepared to give up the product they used to pay for and the price 
and performance standards they expect. Holliday et al. (2002) believe education, 
information and relevant product solution have to go a long way in helping consumers 
to change their action. 
 
Compare to other product, the “Swan” and “Good Environment choice” consumables 
have lower environmental impacts. The purpose of these labels is to tell the purchaser 
that these products have lower environmental impacts. Although the questionnaires 
show an overwhelming preference to eco-labeled food, Bastedalen Herrgård’s owner 
and guests had not expressed any motivation for it in the survey. Compared to other 
food, consumer can have more confidence in the fact that house-produced foods use 
no chemicals in the process of its growth. These foods need very limited 
transportation, thus have lower environmental impacts. Local-produced foods need 
less transport than other, but we can not be sure if local foods use less energy and 
resources with less pollution without careful investigation. Swedish produced foods 
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are seen as reliable as to chemical fertilizers and pesticides. Compare to foreign foods 
which are quite familiar in Swedish market, domestic foods don’t need long distant 
transportation to reach the consumers.  
 
4.7 The change of menu and provide of information about consumables  
The change of menu is a measure to promote certain foods. These foods are 
1. Fruits, herbs, vegetables etc. grown in the garden of Bastedalen Herrgård. No 
chemical fertilizer or pesticide is used.  
2. Egg, fish, potato, beer/drinks etc. which are bought from local producer.  
3. “KRAV” labeled food. 
4. Food produced in Sweden.  
 
In the new menu, the four category of food are marked by different colors. An 
example of the menu of August 3rd is attached in appendices. 
 
Bastedalen Herrgård also starts to inform the guests what food and consumables they 
are using and where these foods/consumables come from through some brochures in 
their rooms.  
 
4.8 The guest response gathering 
 
Thanks to Bastedalen Herrgård’s owner, two persons gave their written opinions to 
the new menu. One of them is a guest; the other is a professional cook.  
 
There responses to the menu are summarized as: 
1. The purpose of the new menu is clear. The menu tells the guests food origin with 

different colors.  
2. One guest expresses his/her support to locally produced food. 
3. It is not known what the black colored (not colored) foods words mean? 
4. It is not clear what the exact meaning of “Swedish food” is. For instance, Swedish 

fish is the fish from Swedish water/port or just from Swedish company? 
5. In “fish au gratin”, fish has its origin marked, then where is the gratin’s origin? 

That is to say main material can be marked, but how about other parts? 
6. The word/expression used in menu can be improved to clearly demonstrate more 

ingredients, more details and more special characters of the dishes. 
7. The abbreviations used are not very good because it can lead to confusion. 
8. “Home baked” or “Ourselves” can be used as the category name for own-product. 
9. It is not consistent to use English words in a Swedish menu. 
10. If the new menu wants to make a difference to the old one, some dishes should be 

completely local-made.  
 
Surprisingly, together with the one guest who wrote his/her comments to the new 
menu and support local food, all three respondents did not mention eco-labeled food 
which is actually not exist in all dishes but only as a mark class. They also did not 
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question the word “ecological” in the name of own-product. Nor did they relate these 
four marked classes to the environment.  
 
As a reviewer of Bastedalen’s new menu pointed out, the meaning of the term 
“Swedish food” is not clear. What if a food only processed in Sweden but grown in 
other country? For many kinds of food, it is impossible to be fully Swedish. During 
the time period when the case study was made, the proof of guest’s preference to 
own-produced, local and Swedish food is not sufficient to determine a relevant 
change. But as the hotel owner said, guests sometimes order them in telephone 
conversation. These foods are an important part of guests’ experience in beautiful 
Bastedalen. 
 
4.9 Further suggestions and possibilities to the Bastedalen case 
 
If the preference/choices of the guests show some pattern, certain change in purchase 
could be suggested. For instance, items with positive environmental attributes 
(eco-labeled, local produced, own produced, Swedish and other) seem to be preferred. 
This can be shown through simple statistics. A quantitative index system can support 
and guarantee environmental-friendly purchases, help to get it improved, and 
demonstrate achievements to guests and others. 
 
Although the result until now is disappointing concerning eco-label, the measure to 
inform guests about food and consumable get support from owner and guests. Some 
guests also give suggestions for improvements. It provided a business opportunity to 
promote healthy and environmental sound foods in Bastedalen Herrgård. Another 
possibility is vegetarian food, since animal food is widely accepted to be more energy 
demanding and high pollution in its production process. 
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 5. Final discussion 
 
From the survey of hotel industry, it is clear in environmental management what is 
less harmful to the environment. The difficulty is to find practical solutions that can 
be of help in small hotels where it depends on the owners and their highly limited 
resources.  
 
The case Bastedalen Herrgård told us that its guests have expressed some requirement 
to hotel environmental management given the fact that the answer rate was very low. 
When the guests were asked to provide answers to environmental questions, the 
dominant answers were positive. But these answers are not necessary leading to the 
positive behavior. This implies that more in-depth study towards customer’s 
environmental behavior is needed.  
 
It was true in Bastedalen that the hotels owner is playing an important roll in the 
process toward better environmental management and will decide whether or not to 
do this and in which direction. It was also true that the hotel owner in this case had 
not enough resources to follow the example of big hotels. A micro-hotel and other 
SMEs were obviously in need of financial and technical support to be more “green”. 
They are also short of relevant information and knowledge. 
 
Despite all difficult condition, Bastedalen Herrgård had managed to use renewable 
energy and responsible waste handling. The owner needs more support to go further. 
The case study showed the guests will not provide important help. The hoteliers need 
to find balance between the interests of owner and guests. The method tested in this 
case study was to establish environmental communication between guest and owner. 
The case showed while the method itself was easy and low cost, the result could also 
be easy, low cost and benefit both parties’ interest. But the progress is insignificant 
and environmental communication between the hotelier and the guests was not 
successful. 
 
In the search results from literature, web search and interviews, case study in small 
hotels sector was not commonly used by researchers. There are hardly any case 
studies done in small hotels. The idea of this thesis was stimulated by the European 
hotel survey conducted by Bohdanowicz (2005). Hopefully it helps in the work to find 
the hindrance behind the unsatisfactory environmental management situation and 
suggest the way to improve it.  
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Appendix 1  The original information gathered in hotel sector environmental 
management situation survey 
 
Webpage search for “What hotels, big or small ones, do and say about their 
environmental effort?” 
Aim: Find “What has been achieved?” and “Did they use Environmental Labeling, 
ISO14001, voluntary environmental programs and other tools?” 
Method: Use search engine “Google” and some hotel homepage 
Time: The survey was conducted around February, 2006. So results can only apply to 
that period.  
Language limitation: The author’s Swedish language skill was so limited that it was 
impossible to rule out the possibility that he omit or misunderstand the web text 
written in Swedish. Even in English, mistakes may exist.  
Results: 
The big hotels: 
The Swedish big hotels: Top 10 from “Topp 100 för År 2004” (Sveriges Hotell & 
Restaurang förtagare, http://www.shr.se) “Swedish Hotel and Restaurant 
Employers” 
1. Scandic/Hilton (http://www.scandic-hotels.se) 
The Scandic hotel chain has been certified with the Svanen (“Swan”) label. Scandic 
purchases “KRAV” food (label of ecological provisions) and environmental friendly 
building material and equipment. They also use purchase as a tool to influence 
suppliers. Other practices include electricity and water saving measures and waste 
recycle/recovery. 
 
2. Choice Hotels Sweden (http://www.choicehotels.se, http://www.ekoxen.se) 
Quality Hotel Ekoxen in Linköping is a hotel in Choice Hotels chain. 
The search finds their environmental policy but only in Swedish. This hotel also has 
environmental personnel in the staff. The hotel provides downloadable environment 
and quality publication "Granska oss lite närmare". (“Check us a little more detailed”) 
 
3. Radisson (http://www.radissonsas.com), Park Inn and Country Inn 
The Rezidor SAS Responsible Business (RB) programme 
“The RB programme is structured around seven key stakeholders, each having a 
unique relationship with our company and with different expectations regarding our 
social and environmental performance. These stakeholders are employees, guests, 
investors, suppliers, government, community and the environment.” 
“To be able to deliver responsible hospitality, it is important to realize that our impacts 
are related to the services we provide, and that we have to gain acceptance of this 
notion within the context of our key stakeholders. A hotel is like a household; where 
the hotel room should be as comfortable as your home, sometimes even more 
comfortable to compensate for being away from home. However, the consumption of 
water and energy is for example where a hotel can reduce its environmental impact, 
and that cannot be achieved without the cooperation of our property owners and 
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guests. This is sometimes difficult, as we cannot take actions that compromise our 
guests' comfort or the return on investment for our property owners.” 
(http://rezidorsas.com/responsiblebusiness) 
Recent (year 2004) environmental achievements: Increased resource efficiency in 
most hotels through Local RB action plans and RB training 
 
4. Elite Hotels of Sweden (http://www.elite.se) 
Nothing about the environment was found in their website. 
 
5. First Hotels 
http://www.firsthotels.com and www.firsthotels.se 
Nothing about the environment was found in these websites. 
 

6. Parks & Resorts Scandinavia 
http://www.parks-resorts.se/ 
Nothing about the environment was found. 
 
7. Norlandia Hotels & Resorts 
http://www.norlandia.no/ 
Nothing about the environment was found. 
 
8. Winn Hotels  
www.winnhotels.se   
Nothing about the environment was found. 
 
9. Hotel Gothia Towers, Gbg 
http://www.gothiatowers.com/  
ISO14001 certified and present environmental policy includes: 

 Reduce the environmental impact of our activities, with regard to emissions to air 
and water, the production of residual products and the consumption of resources, 
transport and travel services.  

 Consider environmental aspects in all purchasing.  
 Comply with relevant legislation and regulations.  
 Pursue an environmental agenda of preventive measures, transparency and 

continual improvement.  
 Keep our customers, visitors and suppliers updated on our environmental efforts.  
 Raise the level of environmental competence among our staff, tenants and 

contractors, to ensure compliance with the spirit of this policy.  
 
10. Nya Grand Hotel, Stockholm 
Website is not found. 
(There is a “Grand Hotel” found in Stockholm. Its website had environmental 
descriptions.) 
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Big hotels of other countries: (Green hotels in the world) 
Every year, International Hotel & Restaurant Association (IH&RA) chooses through 
public appraisal hotel environmental awards in different themes. The winners below 
are a group of green hotels. The change of themes is the sign of hotspot moves in 
hotel environmental management.  
 

YEAR THEME WINNERS   

1991   “Energy Savers” Ramada International Hotels & Resorts 

1992   “Conserve and Preserve” The Laguna Beach Resort, Thailand  

1993   “Pollution Solutions” Inter-Continental Hotel, Miami , USA 

1994   “Environmental Matters” Royal Dutch Horeca , Netherlands 

1995   “Corporate Green Hotelier”  

“Independent Green Hotelier” 

Jean Marie Leclercq, General Manager  

Hotel Nikko , Hong Kong 

Ian Aston, Managing Director 

Derwentwater Hotel , UK   

1996  

  

“Corporate Green Hotelier” 

  

 “Independent Green Hotelier” 

Ann Checkley, 

Director of Communications & Environmental 

Affairs 

Toronto based Canadian Pan Pacific Hotels  

Peter McAlpine, Total Quality Manager 

Phuket Yacht Club , Thailand   

1997  

  

“Corporate Green Hotelier” 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 “Independent Green Hotelier” 

Nakul Anand, Executive President 

Hotel Operations of the Welcomgroup ITC 

Hotels, India 

Suresh Kumar, General Manager 

Welcomgroup Park Sheraton Hotel & Towers, 
India 

Runner up: Tedd R. Saunders, Executive VP and 

Director, Environmental Affairs 

The Lenox and Copley Square Hotels, Boston, 

USA  

Sonia Gedeon, Green Programme Manager 

Cartegena Hilton, Colombia  

Mats Fack, Managing Director 

Sanga-Säby Study & Conference Centre , 

Stockholm 

Runner up: Heinz Simonitsch  
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Half Moon Golf, Tennis and Beach Club, 

Jamaica   

1998  “Water & Energy Conservation“ 

Corporate Green Hotelier 

  

   

Independent Green Hotelier 

  

Andy Goonesekara, Chief Engineer 

Inter-Continental Hotel, Sydney 

Runner up: Vir Vijay Singh and Arijit Bhattacharjee

Taj Bengal Calcutta, India  

Ibrahim Birkam, General Manager 

Club Alda, Turkey 

Runner up: Bente Noyons 

Neptune Group, Denmark   

1999  “Promoting Sustainable Tourism” 

Independent Green Hotelier 

  

  

  

Corporate Green Hotelier 

   

Richard Evanson, Owner and Managing Director 

Turtle Island 

Runners-up :  

Tony Adams, Phinda Game Reserve 

Albert Chin Kion Teo, Sukau Rainforest Lodge  

Ms Harinakshi Desai, Environment Officer 

Mr Param Kannampilly, Hotel Manager 

The Orchid, Cama Hotels India Ltd.  

Runners-up :  

Horacio Dizon, Radisson SAS Brussels  

Lee Baharrudin, Inter-Continental Singapore   

2000  “Promoting Sustainable Tourism” 

Independent Green Hotelier 

  Corporate Green Hotelier 

   

Mr. Bertram Späth, Owner and General Manager 

Hotel Victoria, Germany  

Ms. Sunir Ahluwalia, Vice President Quality & 

Product 

ITC Maurya Sheraton Hotel, India   

2001  “Is Your Business Meeting the 

Energy Challenge?” 

Independent Green Hotelier 

  

   

 

Ms Sybille Riedmiller  

Chumbe Island Coral Park Ltd, Tanzania  

Runner up : Mr. Jan van Beurden  
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Corporate Green Hotelier 

Lions Dive & Beach Resort, The Netherlands 

Antilles  

Mr. Andreas Orbist  

Intercontinental Leipzig, Germany  

Runner up: Mr. Gerhard Schmidt  

The Westin Tokyo, Japan   

2002  

  

“Energy & Indoor Air Quality in 

Hotels & Restaurants” 

Independent Category/ Hotelier 

   

  

    

Corporate Category/Hotelier 

   

 

Mr. K.P. Kanampilly  

The Orchid, An ECOTEL Hotel 

Mumbai, India  

Runner Up : Ms. Deborah Dintelman  

Resort Manager  

Bucuti Beach Resort, Aruba, Dutch Caribbean 

 Mr. Jan Peter Bergkvist  

Director of Environmental Affairs  

Hilton Nordic Region Scandic Hotels Stockholm , 

Sweden    

2003  (No award)     

2004  

  

“Innovation in Environmental Best 

Practice” 

Independent Category/Hotelier 

   

   

  

 Corporate Category 

   

   

 

Mr Edward Biemans  

Owner  

The Bucuti Beach Resort Aruba, Aruba, Dutch 

Caribbean  

Runner Up : Tiamo Resorts  

South Andros Island   

Bertram & Astrid Späth, owners & Managers  

Best Western Premier Hotel Victoria, Freiburg , 

Germany  

Runner Up : 3 Rivers Eco Lodge  

Commnwealth of Dominica, West Indies  

2005  

  

“Engaging the Guest in 

Environmental Actions” 

   

 

Margarida Yassuda , General Manager  
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Independent Category 

   

  

 Corporate Category 

   

Meliá Jardim Europa, São Paulo , Brazil , Sol 

Meliá Hotels  

Highly Commended : Spice Village, Kerala, India, 

member of the CGH Earth Group  

Jason Kelly , General Manager  

Monterey Inn Resort & Conference Center 
Ontario , Canada  

Highly Commended : Jem Winston , Owner,  

3 Rivers Eco Lodge & Sustainable Living Centre 
Dominica , West Indies   

 
From year 1992, theme of International Hotel & Restaurant Association (IH&RA)’s 
“Environmental Award” was added with specific environmental topic. In 2005 it is 
“Engaging the Guest in Environmental Actions”. It showcased hotels and restaurants 
that engage in communicating their environmental practice and environmental issues 
to their customers.” The winners are  

IH&RA Environmental Award Winner – Chain Category 
Meliá Jardim Europa in São Paulo, Brazil 
http://www.solmelia.com 

IH&RA Environmental Award Winner – Independent Category 
Monterey Inn Resort & Conference Center in Ontario, Canada 
http://www.montereyinn.com 

Highly Commended – Chain Category 
Spice Village in Kerala, India 
www.cghearth.com 

Highly Commended – Independent Category 
3 Rivers Eco Lodge & Sustainable Living Centre in Dominica, West Indies 
http://www.3riversdominica.com 

2005 runner-ups Spice Village and 3 Rivers Eco Lodge & Sustainable Living Centre 
both make themselves different from other hotels by demonstrating ecological living 
environment. Their websites are much simpler than big hotel chains. “Eco” is the 
center of web marketing for them. Their marketing targets are highly environmental 
sensitive customers.  
 
The two top price winners in 2005 present their environmental privileges in more 
moderate way. When searching their website, potential guests will find these hotels 
special in environmental point of view, while at same time very good at all aspect that 
a guest need. Meliá Jardim Europa has three “green floor”. Monterey Inn Resort & 
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Conference Center is carbon neutral and has extensive environmental involvement. 
They simply treat environment as a part in marketing.  
 
Local hotels: 
 
It is difficult to reach enough small hotels to draw a conclusion. As a sample, all 
hotels in Linköping are searched. The list came from Sveriges Hotell & Restaurang 
förtagare (Swedish Hotel and Restaurant Employer).  
(http://www.shr.se/shrguiden/) 
The following is the list of hotels in Linköping. 
 
1. Filbyter Motell  

Gränsliden 1 B, LINKÖPING Tel: 0141 – 345 45 Fax:    

 

2. First Hotel Linköping  

Storgatan 70-76, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 13 02 00 Fax: 013 - 13 27

85 
  

 

3. Good Evening Hotel  

Hantverkaregatan 1, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 12 90 00 Fax: 013 - 13

88 50 
  

 

4. Linköpings Vandrarhem & Hotell  

, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 35 90 00 Fax: 013 - 35 90 80   

 

5. Park Hotell  

Järnvägsgatan 6, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 12 90 05 Fax: 013 - 10 04

18 
  

 

6. Quality Hotel Ekoxen  

Klostergatan 68, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 25 26 00 Fax: 013 - 12 19

03 
  

 

7. Radisson SAS Hotel, Linköping  

Stora Torget 9, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 12 96 30 Fax: 013 - 13 37 69  

 

8. Scandic Frimurarehotellet  

, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 12 91 80 Fax: 013 - 13 95 44   

 

9. Scandic Linköping City  

Gamla Tanneforsvägen 51, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 495 54 00 Fax:

013 - 495 54 11 
  

 

10. Scandic Linköping Väst  
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Rydsvägen, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 495 50 00 Fax: 013 - 495 50 11  

 

11. Sjögestad Motell  

, VIKINGSTAD Tel: 013 - 822 48 Fax: 013 - 823 30   

 

12. Stångå Hotell  

Tullgränd 4, LINKÖPING Tel: 013 - 31 12 75 Fax: 013 - 12 28 04  
 
A search of all hotels in Linköping reveal that although many hotels have website, 
most of them, except famous hotel chain (top ten), have no environmental content. 
The explanation can be “small hotels seldom use environment as marketing tools” 
and/or “environmental marketing can not help small hotels improve their image”. As 
what have been written in “Language limitation”, the author’s language skill can also 
be the explanation.  
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Appendix 2  Bastedalen guest questionnaire 
 
Please give your answers to these questions. It is an important part of Bastedalen 
Herrgård’s environmental management initiative and a student’s master thesis 
The initiative is based on the simple idea of “Guest is the center of a hotel.” It 
includes hearing the opinions from the guests and involving the guests into the 
environmental improvements. 
 
Would it be any value for you as a client that Bastedalen Herrgård adopts 

the following things? 

Environmental labels for hotels -- “Svanen” (Swan) 
(  ) Yes.         (    ) No.           (   ) I don’t know.   
Environmental labels for food and consumables -- “KRAV” or “Svanen” (Swan) 
(  ) Yes.         (    ) No.           (   ) I don’t know.   
An environmental program of continual improvements 
(  ) Yes.         (    ) No.           (   ) I don’t know.   
A series of ordinary environmental measurements similar to other hotels 
(  ) Yes.         (    ) No.           (   ) I don’t know.   
 
As a guest, would you like to be a part of the environmental efforts in 

Bastedalen Herrgård? 

(  ) Yes. I will help as far as I can.  
(  ) I will think about it. 
(  ) No, thanks.  
 
Would you like to be informed about the plan, progress and the results?  
(  ) Yes, I would like to know through the Internet. 
(  ) Yes, I would like to know when I come back to Bastedalen Herrgård. 
(  ) Yes, but in another way ---- __________________ 
(  ) No, thanks. 
 
Any idea about what Bastedalen Herrgård can do for the environment? Thanks. 
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Appendix 3  Background of Environmental label food and consumables 
available in Sweden 
 

 KRAV http://www.krav.se/ 
The “KRAV” website said, it guarantees that food is organically produced. In other 
words, that it has been grown without the use of artificial fertilizers and chemical 
pesticides. 
 
Eggs, meat and dairy products and many other foods have “KRAV” labeled product. 
You can find “KRAV” labeled imported goods, such as coffee, tea, exotic fruit, etc., in 
the shops. 
 

 Bra Miljöval(Good Environmental Choice)  
http://www.snf.se/bmv/english-more.cfm 
LCA is used to determine environmental impact of the products. The “Bra Miljöval” 
website said “We must consider how the raw materials are extracted (or what is 
consumed in providing a service). We must also think about how the product is made 
and what happens to it when it has been used and discarded. This method of assessing 
the total environmental impact of a product is usually called a life cycle analysis.”  
 
LCA is weak to consider what happens to a product from being produced to being 
used, as this is depends on consumer’s activities.  
 
“Good Environmental Choice” products include: Laundry detergents • stain removers 
and bleaches • cleaners • toilet cleansers • dishwasher detergents • washing-up 
detergents • soap and shampoos • paper • nappies and similar products • textiles • 
electricity supplies • passenger transport • goods transport. 
 
In order to use the “Good Environmental Choice” eco-label electricity generation 
must be based on renewable sources. Hydroelectric plants built before 1996, solar 
power, wind power and biofuel are all regarded as renewable energy sources by the 
Swedish Society for Nature Conservation. 
 

 Nordic ”Swan” (Svanen) http://www.svanen.nu/  
“Swan” labeled products that Basterdalen can use, base on the full list of brands 
which can be found in Nordic “Swan” website: 
Automatic dishwashing detergent 
Batteries, primary 
Batteries, rechargeable 
Cleaning products 
Coffee filters 
Filmforming floor care products 
Hand washing up liquid 
Tissue paper 
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Laundry detergents and stain removers 
Paper for written 
Printed matter 
Printing paper 
Shampoo, conditioner, body shampoo, liquid and solid soap 
Supermarkets Grocery stores (ICA) 
Toner cartridges 
Pens 
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Appendix 4  Investigation result of purchase in Bastedalen Herrgård 
 
Maxi in Motala is the mostly used supermarket in Bastedalen. It is better than hotel 
wholesaler because of more goods choices, less packages, more information before 
buy (e.g. eco-labeled or not), cheaper prices, and it is a “Swan” labeled supermarket. )  
 
To buy the consumables in bulk is better for environment than in small package. This 
could lead to lower cost as well. The choice of consumables seems only possible to be 
done by hotel.  
 
I searched MAXI Linköping and MAXI Motala for all Bastedalen had bought from 
March to May, 2006. It has been found that:  
1. Bastedalen had bought many kinds of food, and almost only food in this period.  
2. There are many Eco-labeled foods in MAXI which I can find the same thing in 
purchase list. That means Bastedalen can choose them if the owner or guests want. 
These foods are all "KRAV" labeled. 
 
Fruits and vegetables: 
Apple 
Herbs used as vegetable 
Pear 
Orange 
Tomato with leaf 
Banana 
 
Bread, rice, and wheat flour: 
Round bread 
Crisp bread  
Oats cracker 
Dried breadcrumbs 
Wheat flour 
Unpolished rice 
 
Other foods:  
Whip cream 
Milk 
Spaghetti 
Olive oil 
Coffee  
 
Toilet paper 
Print paper 
 
They are not the cheapest, but in most cases priced in the middle.   
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As the MAXI itself is "Swan" labeled, "Handla Miljömärkt" sign has been placed 
around the "KRAV" labeled food’s price tag in Linköping. In Motala, small pieces of 
paper showing “KRAV” are used. This is to promote “KRAV” food.  
 
Almost all eco-labeled foods have item names with "EKO" or "KRAV". But there is 
only one item like this in the purchase list, which is "Olivelja eko exve". That say, in 
fact, Bastedalen seldom buy "KRAV" food. I hope to know why "KRAV" not 
attractive. As the result of this, there will be nothing in Bastedalen’s menu with the 
underline showing "eco-labeled", although I personally believe it is a good idea to 
provide "KRAV" choice in the menu.  
 
Where did Bastedalen buy the consumables? What kind of consumables they buy? 
They include detergent for kitchen, toilet, laundry, household/toilet paper 
soap/shampoo flour care products etc. None of them is in March to May supermarket 
purchase list.  
 
As the owner of Bastedalen Herrgård explains, the purchase of consumables is 
different from the food. The consumables can be stored for a much longer time than 
food. So it is better to buy them in big amount, long interval and from a low price 
market. That is the case in Bastedalen Herrgård.  
 
In Sweden, many kinds of detergent and household paper almost have only 
environmental labeled choices in the market. The fact that products without the labels 
had been excluded shows, customers, including the owner of Bastedalen Herrgård, are 
willing to and have no difficulty to buy most kinds of household consumables. It was 
found that almost all the consumables in Bastedalen Herrgård have “Swan” or “Good 
Environmental Choice” label.  
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Appendix 5  Menu at Aug. 3rd and Brochure about food and consumables’ 
origin in Bastedalen 
 
 



2{X}6d(FO3

Sommarmenv.
FOrrfltt:

Libbsticke soppa
Kallrtikt lax med ostipepparrotskriim
Toast med rodingrrira
Bastedalare rdkl kdtt, riikrcira med rostat brdd

Varmrfltt:
Varmrdkt viitternrcidins med cirtlromsis
Fiskgrat2ing bl. fisk
Fltiskfi le m. fldelost/svampsis
Gryta med stisongens orter och grrinsaker
Pytt i panna
Revbensplall med hemgiord iipplemos, svart
vinbiirseeld

85:-
85:-
95-
85:-

185:-
165:-
185:-
165:-
85:-

85:-
95:-

Alternativ potatis: Klyftpotatis, Pressad potatis, Kokt potatis

Efterrfltt:
Paj rabarber med griidde vaniljsis eller glass. 85:-
Paj Vinbiir frff rf r' 85:-

Parfait Fliiderbloms
-"- Vinblir och jordgubbar

Fiirska biir med mardng, glass och griidde

Miirkning/lVIark
Rdd: Eget- ekologiskt odlat/Own- ecological growned
Blitt: Lokalt/ Lokal producer
Grdnt: Miljiimtirkt, KravmiirktlEco labeled
Violett: Svensk matlSwedish



Matleverantiirer i omrfldet/Foodsuppliers
in the area.
Potatis/Potato

Fislc/Fish

Forsa strand

Klangehamn Fisk HB

Liisk/LoVSoft drinks/Beer Hammars Bryggeri

AgglBgg Stj[rnsunds gflrd.

Leverant0r : Maxi Motala. Svanmflrkt
Sipu" diskmedel, ftel Bra miljrival.

Kott Svenslct

Brod, mjdl mm

Mj6lkmm

Ost mm

Grdnsaker mm
' ! : '

Kaffe/te



Detta odlar vi siiilva.

Frukt/Biir Orter
Blflbdr
Enbiir
Hallon
Jordgubbar
Lingon
Slinblr
Rabarber
Korsbiir
Applen
P?iron
Plommon
Fl[der
Krusb?ir
Svarta vinb?ir
Roda vinbiir

Citronmeliss
Griislok
Libbsticka
Pepparmynta
Persilja
Rosmarin
Salvia
Te
Temynta

Grtinsaker
Pumpa
Pepparrot
Sallad
Sparris
Squars
Nlsslor
Svamp


